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1. Introduction

Amorphous materials (e.g., amorphous Si) have played an
important role in electronic devices due to several technological
merits such as low-cost and low-temperature processing,
flexibility in the choice of substrates including plastics, and
good uniformity of thin films.[1–3] Among various amorphous

materials, amorphous oxide semiconduc-
tors (AOSs) like amorphous InGaZnO4

have garnered great attention for electron-
ics and energy applications due to superior
film stability, high carrier mobility, and
controllable doping concentrations.[4–6]

Optical transparency over 80%, a result
of wide band gaps (>3 eV), is another
benefit of AOSs, enabling transparent
electronics.[7–9]

P–n junctions are the crucial building
blocks in many device architectures.
However, current applications of AOSs
are limited to unipolar devices because effi-
cient AOSs usually exhibit n-type conduc-
tivity. Although p-type transport has been
demonstrated with some crystalline oxides
like SnO[10] and Cu2O,

[11] their device
properties are inferior to those of n-type
oxides. For instance, the visible-light
transparency and carrier mobility of n-type
InGaZnO4 are higher than 80% and
10 cm2 V�1 s�1,[12] respectively, whereas
none of known p-type oxides achieved this
level of transparency and carrier mobility
simultaneously. More critically, these

p-type oxides lose the p-type character in amorphous phases.[13]

As a result, high-performance p–n junctions comprising transpar-
ent amorphous semiconductors have not been realized yet. To
overcome the current situation, potential wide bandgap p-type
oxides were searched through high-throughput computational
approaches,[14–17] but experimental verification is yet to follow.

Crystalline CuI with a zinc-blende structure (γ-CuI) is a prom-
ising transparent p-type semiconductor.[18,19] It is highly p-type
dopable up to hole concentrations of 1019 cm�3 and transparent
due to a wide bandgap of around 3.1 eV. In addition, single
crystalline CuI shows high hole mobilities (>40 cm2 V�1 s�1).
Researches on integrating CuI into actual devices are under
way, and some experiments reported outstanding p-channel
performance of CuI-based thin-film transistors.[20,21] Recently,
Jun et al. demonstrated amorphous Sn-doped CuI (a-CuI:Sn)
films can display high p-type conductivity while maintaining
optical transparency at the level of crystalline CuI and structural
stability of the amorphous phase at room temperature.[22]

In particular, the hole mobilities of a-CuI:Sn were found to be
3–4 cm2 V�1 s�1 by Hall measurements, which are comparable
with those of polycrystalline CuI films.

Despite the great potential of a-CuI:Sn as a new class of trans-
parent p-type semiconductors, the fundamental understanding
of its structural and electrical properties is still incomplete.
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Recently, Jun et al. (Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1706573) reported Sn-doped amor-
phous phases of CuI (a-CuI) as a new class of transparent p-type semiconductors.
It is surprising that high mobilities are found despite amorphous structures
tend to localize carriers, particularly the directional p orbitals of anions. To reveal
the microscopic origin of the new p-type amorphous semiconductors, density
functional theory calculations are performed, and structural and electrical
properties of a-CuI are investigated. Amorphous models from melt-quench
simulations consist of structural motifs that resemble local orders in crystalline
polymorphs of CuI. Despite the absence of translational symmetry, states at
valence band maximum (VBM) are substantially extended in linear ways due
to the hybridization between I-5p states, explaining the high hole mobilities in
the experiment. Sn-doped a-CuI is also investigated and it is found that Sn
atoms stabilize the amorphous structure without disturbing the hole transport.
Furthermore, results on nonstoichiometric models show that Cu-deficiency
increases the hole concentration in a-CuI and also enhances the delocalization
of VBM states, which is consistent with the experimental observation that the
hole mobility increases with doping concentrations. Herein, the origin of hole
conduction in amorphous CuI is enlightened, which is believed to contribute in
the development of high-performance p-type amorphous materials.
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For instance, in AOSs, the conduction band is mainly composed
of isotropic s orbitals of post-transition metals such that even
without a long-range structural order, conduction paths can form
for electrons via overlapping s orbitals.[4] However, I-5p and
Cu-3d orbitals forming the valence band in a-CuI:Sn are highly
directional unlike s orbitals. Therefore, the conduction mecha-
nism of hole carriers in a-CuI:Sn is elusive, which can be an obsta-
cle against further improving the electrical property of a-CuI:Sn.

Motivated by the earlier discussions, we investigate the physi-
cal properties of a-CuI:Sn using the density functional theory
(DFT) calculations in this work. Amorphous structures are
generated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and the local
atomic configurations and electronic structures are analyzed. For
simplicity, we first focus on a-CuI without Sn dopants because
Sn dopants do not directly influence valence bands as will be
revealed in a later section. We find that the coordination environ-
ment in a-CuI contains the structural characteristics of various
CuI polymorphs. Analysis of electronic structures shows that the
valence bands of a-CuI are fairly delocalized despite absence of
long-range orders. This is due to substantial overlap between
dispersive I-5p orbitals. Interestingly, 1D conduction channels
develop for holes, which are attributed to antibonding I-5p orbi-
tals. By examining a-CuI:Sn, we reveal that Sn primarily acts as a
stabilizer of amorphous phases, but rarely affects the hole con-
duction pathway. Nonstoichiometric a-CuI:Sn (a-Cu1�xI:Sn) is
also studied, which shows that Cu deficiency increases the hole
concentration in a-CuI and also enhances the delocalization of
the valence band maximum (VBM) state.

2. Methods

The first-principles calculations were carried out using the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) with projector-
augmented waves (PAWs) for MD simulation and electronic
structure calculations.[23,24] The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional was used for the exchange-correlation energy of
electrons.[25] For a better description of the strongly localized
Cu-3d orbitals, we applied the onsite Coulomb energy (U ) of
4 eV on Cu-3d states.[26] Applying U lowers occupied Cu-3d
levels, yielding the shape and peak structure of Cu-3d states
of γ-CuI comparable with the results from X-ray photoemission
spectroscopy (Figure S1a, Supporting Information).[27–29] We do
not consider U for Sn because Sn-4d states lie deep in energy.
The energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis was chosen to be
300 eV. For the k-point sampling, we selected only the Γ point
for MD and structural optimization, whereas the 3� 3� 3
Monkhorst–Pack grid was used in investigating electronic struc-
tures. In PBEþU calculations, the bandgap still underestimated
experimental data. To address this, we compared the PBEþU
results with more accurate hybrid functional calculations. In
the hybrid calculations,[30] we used 32% of Fock exchange energy,
which produced a bandgap (2.97 eV) in good agreement with
experiments (2.98 eV). For γ-CuI, we confirmed that PBEþU
produced valence bands that were comparable with those of
hybrid functional (Figure S1b, Supporting Information).

Amorphous structures were generated using the melt-quench
method with a canonical ensemble. Atomic positions were
initialized by randomly distributing atoms in cubic supercells.

The structures were then melted for 10 ps at 1200 K that was
slightly higher than the experimental melting point of CuI
(879 K). This temperature was enough to melt the structure
(see the ion-averaged mean square displacement of Cu and I in
Figure S2, Supporting Information). Afterward, the structures
were cooled down to 300 K with �100 K ps�1 rate. A slower cool-
ing rate (�50 K ps�1) did not cause any meaningful variation in
the atomic structures (Figure S3, Supporting Information).
Finally, we obtained amorphous models by relaxing the struc-
tures until atomic forces became less than 0.02 eV Å�1. As the
doping ratio of Sn in the synthesized a-CuI:Sn film was not
clearly stated, we set the ratio of NSn/(NCuþNSn) to 5.3% that
was close to the molar ratio in precursor solutions used in
experiments.[22] We focused on Sn2þ for the charge state of Sn,
but considering Sn4þ did not affect our conclusions (Figure S4,
Supporting Information). For a-Cu1�xI:Sn models, we used x¼
0.014 and 0.028, which were the lowest and second lowest num-
bers, respectively, which can be considered in this work for x
within the given supercells. Although the Cu deficiency was
not reported quantitatively in the study by Jun et al.,[22]

these x values correspond to the Cu vacancy concentration of
1–4� 1020 cm�3 found in CuI films.[31] The number of atoms
with type i (Ni) considered in this work are shown in Table 1.
Every defect (Sn dopants and Cu vacancy) was introduced before
the melt, which allowed us to identify defect configurations
without any bias, in contrast to a method that introduced defects
after the melt-quench process.[32]

For the initial mass density in the MD simulations, because
the experimental density was not available for a-CuI, we exam-
ined several values between 4.44 and 5.48 g cm�3, which corre-
sponds to 80% and 98% of the density of γ-CuI, respectively. This
range was determined by considering the density difference
between the amorphous and crystalline phases found in other
amorphous materials (e.g., the reported density ratio of the
amorphous materials with respect to the crystalline counterpart
was 98% for Si, 83% and SiO2, 18–23% for Al2O3, and 4–11%
for ZnO).[33–35] Herein, we focused on the results obtained
using 4.44 g cm�3 as the initial mass density, but the structural
and electronic characteristics and total energies barely depended
on the initial mass density (Figure S5 and S6, Supporting
Information). For considering structural fluctuations in the
amorphous phase, three models of each system shown in
Table 1 are built independently. The average total energies of
the a-CuI structures were �40meV atom�1 higher than that
of γ-CuI, which was smaller than for other amorphous
materials.[33,35,36] The smaller excess energy in a-CuI would stem
from the flexible coordination environment in a-CuI, as inferred
by the presence of various crystal polymorphs with similar

Table 1. Summary of the number of atoms in the amorphous models
considered in this work.

a-CuI a-CuI:Sn a-Cu1�xI:Sn

x¼ 0.014 x¼ 0.028

NCu 72 72 71 70

NSn 0 4 4 4

NI 72 80 80 80
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energies but different local environments (see the following
paragraphs).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structural Properties

We show the crystal structure of γ-CuI and a typical structure of
a-CuI in Figures 1a,b, respectively. In γ-CuI, both Cu and I ions
are tetrahedrally coordinated by the other ion. This local coordi-
nation motif in γ-CuI is not strictly preserved in a-CuI. Instead,
the atomic structure of a-CuI includes structural characteristics
from various polymorphs with different local environments
(detailed information on five polymorphs found in experiments
are shown in Table 2[37–40] and their atomic structures and local
coordination environments are shown in Figure S7, Supporting
Information). For example, the coordination number (CN) of
ions fluctuates between 3 and 4 in the amorphous phase, which
leads to the averaged CN smaller than 4. Furthermore, the

diverse forms of local geometries in addition to the tetrahedral
shape occur in a-CuI, as evidenced by the large difference of
bond angles from 109.5� (see the angle distribution functions
[ADFs] for Cu─I─Cu and I─Cu─I in Figure 1c that are averaged
over ions). To be specific, we identify two representative local
orders for I and Cu, as shown in the insets of Figure 1c.
First, fourfold I ions dominantly form pyramidal structures
rather than tetrahedral ones. This type of local order is discovered
in the tetragonal phase of CuI. In contrast, threefold I ionsmostly
exhibit trigonal pyramidal shapes like ammonia molecules,
which has no corresponding local order in crystalline phases.
Unique local orders of amorphous phases were also reported
for other materials.[35,36,41] These I-centered motifs produce
two distinct Cu─I─Cu bond angles around 60� and 100�, as
found in the tetragonal phase. On the other hand, Cu ions with
CN¼ 4 maintain the tetrahedral shape. When Cu ions have
threefold coordinations, they exist in a form of trigonal planar
geometry, yielding bond angles of 120� for I─Cu─I, like Cu ions
in the orthorhombic phase.

Figure 1d shows ion-averaged radial distribution functions
(RDFs) for Cu─I, Cu─Cu, and I─I. The averaged Cu─I bond
length indicated by the first peak position is very close to those
of the crystalline phases (Table 2). This agreement means that
the ionic character of Cu─I bonds is well conserved in a-CuI.
Consistently, the ion-averaged charges of Cu and I obtained
by the Bader analysis[42] are the same in γ-CuI and a-CuI within
0.1%. In contrast, it is seen in the Cu─Cu RDF that some of Cu
pairs have the distance of 2.65 Å. This Cu─Cu distance is far
smaller than that in γ-CuI (4.31 Å), but similar distances are
found in other polymorphs such as the tetragonal, trigonal,
and orthorhombic phases (Table 2). Such a short distance
between Cu ions can occur because of disperse I-5p states that
effectively screen repulsive interactions between cations.
Conversely, the large size of I-5p states prevents I ions from
being too close to each other in a-CuI, as happened to crystalline
phases. We note that the short Cu─Cu distances in a-CuI do not
imply the precipitation of pure Cu phases because the Cu ions
form chemical bonds mainly with I ions and pure Cu regions do
not exist (Figure S8, Supporting Information).

3.2. Electronic Properties

Next, we analyze the electronic structure to investigate the carrier
transport. It is known that the degree of the localization of

Figure 1. Atomic structures of a) γ-CuI and b) a-CuI. c) Ion-averaged angle
distribution functions (ADFs) for Cu─I─Cu and I─Cu─I in a-CuI. The rep-
resentative local structures depending on CN are shown in the insets.
d) Ion-averaged RDFs for Cu─Cu, I─I, and Cu─I in a-CuI. ADFs and
RDFs are averaged over three different structures. Corresponding bond
angle and distances between nearest neighbors for γ-CuI are marked as
vertical dashed lines in (c) and (d), respectively. In γ-CuI, the Cu─Cu
and I─I distances are the same.

Table 2. Crystal system, space group, relative energy, and nearest
neighbor distance for various CuI polymorphs.

Crystal system Space group Relative energy
[meV atom�1]

Nearest neighbor
distance [Å]

Cu─I Cu─Cu

Cubic[37] F4̄3m 0 2.64 4.31

Tetragonal[38] P4=nmm 5 2.67 2.94

Hexagonal[39] P63mc 9 2.64 4.32

Trigonal[40] P3m1 13 2.63 2.87

Orthorhombic[38] Cmcm 73 2.59 2.51
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electronic states in disordered systems is critically affected by the
size and directionality of contributing atomic orbitals.[43]

Figure 2a shows orbital-resolved partial density of states (PDOSs)
averaged over three a-CuI models (similar electronic structures
are commonly found in all a-CuI models examined in this study,
as shown in Figure S9, Supporting Information). We see that the
lowest parts of the conduction bands are mainly derived by Cu-4s
and I-5s states with minor contributions of I-5p and Cu-3d states.
Due to the spherical symmetry of s states, the conduction bands
are spread over many atomic sites despite the absence of
long-range ordering in the atomic arrangement, as shown in
the charge density distribution for the conduction band
minimum (CBM) in Figure 2b. We confirm this quantitatively
by evaluating the inverse participation ratio (IPR) defined as

IPR ¼
PN

i w2
i

ðPN
i wiÞ2

(1)

where N is the total number of the atoms in the supercell and
wi is the partial weight on the ith atom for a given state. IPR
is 1/N if the state is evenly distributed over every atom, whereas
it becomes unity when it is localized at a single atomic site.
Thus, IPR is a measure of the degree of localization of a given
electronic state. Although the IPRs are slightly pronounced
near the conduction band edge, they are mostly less than 0.1
(Figure 2a).

We find that the valence bands mainly consist of Cu-3d
and I-5p states. One may expect a strong localization due to
directionality of d and p orbitals. Indeed, the valence bands of
AOSs like InGaZnO4 and ZnO and thermal oxides like Al2O3

dominated by O-2p states are highly localized over a few oxygen
sites (two O atoms in extreme cases).[44–46] Interestingly,
however, the localization of valence states is much weaker in
a-CuI compared with AOSs; the charge density of the VBM is
distributed over multiple atomic sites (Figure 2c), yielding small
IPR values below 0.1 (Figure 2a). The same delocalization
features of both the conduction and valence bands also appear
in bandgap-corrected hybrid calculations for the same structure
(Figure S10, Supporting Information).

The weak localization of valence bands in a-CuI can be under-
stood by hybridization between dispersive I-5p states, as pointed
out in the study by Jun et al.[22] In particular, we notice that the
I-5p orbitals at the VBM are aligned in a certain direction,
producing a 1D conduction path. Such linear networking arises
from antibonding characters of I-5p orbitals at the valence bands;
the I-5p orbitals point to each other and form continuous
ppσ* bonding, which maximizes the orbital hybridization and
develops antibonding states around the VBM. We also find that
Cu-3d states play a role in the delocalization of the VBM because
they have similar energies with I-5p states. We corroborate this
by replacing Cu (ionic radius of 0.77 Å) with Li (ionic radius of
0.76 Å) without further relaxation; the VBM somewhat loses the
connectivity of the charge density distribution when Cu is
replaced by Li (Figure 3a). As a result, the IPRs for states near
the VBM in amorphous LiI (a-LiI) increase to 0.2, more than
twice those in a-CuI (Figure 3b). The importance of the interac-
tion between first-nearest neighbors was also shown for AOSs in
a previous study.[47] By virtue of the effective networking of
atomic states of the VBM along a certain direction, a moderate
energy dispersion, i.e., small effective masses, appears only for
the corresponding direction (the Γ–Y direction in Figure 2d).
(The degree of band dispersion slightly differs among different
supercells, as shown in Figure S11, Supporting Information.)
In real materials, such 1D conduction paths will form in various
directions and link to each other, enabling 3D flow of hole car-
riers. These calculation results show why a-CuI can exhibit high

Figure 2. a) Supercell-averaged PDOS and IPR for a-CuI. The VBM is set to
zero. The Fermi level (EF) is marked as a dashed line. The charge density
distribution of the b) CBM and c) VBM. Isosurface values are set to 0.0003
and 0.001 e bohr�3 in (b) and (c), respectively. d) Band dispersion of the
VBM along the x, y, and z directions in the reciprocal space. The VBM is set
to zero.

Figure 3. a) Atomic structure and charge density distribution of the VBM
and b) PDOS and IPR for a-LiI. The VBM is set to 0. The Fermi level (EF) is
marked as a dashed line.
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hole mobilities in spite of structural disorders. Regarding the
transport mechanism, in light of the delocalization of the valence
bands as well as the positive dependence of the hole mobility
on the carrier concentration in experiments,[22] hole conduction
would occur via the percolation process[48] or band transport with
significant scattering arising from potential fluctuations.[49]

The bandgap is also of interest for a-CuI because it determines
the optical transparency. According to a previous study on
In-based AOSs,[44] the conduction bands gravitate toward lower
energies because under-coordinated In ions are electrostatically
more stable. As a result, optical bandgaps of amorphous phases
are smaller than for its crystalline counterpart by 0.7 eV.
Furthermore, long valence band tails in those materials cause
the onset of absorption to further shift to lower energy by 0.55 eV,
undermining the transparency. In a-CuI, however, such a
significant bandgap narrowing is unlikely to happen because
of uniform reduction in CNs of Cu and I ions as well as negligi-
ble tail states (Figure 2a). We indeed find that a-CuI has bandg-
aps slightly higher than γ-CuI by less than 0.2 eV, which is
consistent with the experiment.[22]

3.3. Influence of Sn Doping and Cu Deficiency

From the analysis of atomic structures of a-CuI:Sn (Figure 4a),
we find that Sn ions are bonded with three to five I ions within
the first coordination shell (see red dashed circles), but they do
not alter the local structures of Cu and I compared with a-CuI.
Regarding the electronic structure, Sn-5p orbitals develop empty
states near the conduction bottom (Figure 4b) by hybridizing
with neighboring I-5p orbitals. These states are fairly localized,
as evidenced by the large IPR values (0.1–0.3). Meanwhile, Sn
doping barely affects the valence bands that remain delocalized
in a-CuI:Sn as in a-CuI (Figure 4b). Overall, our results show that
the main role played by Sn in a-CuI is to stabilize the amorphous
structure, not hampering the hole conduction, as suggested in
the study by Jun et al.[22]

In γ-CuI, Cu vacancies are known to be the source of hole
carriers.[50] Similarly, we also find that Cu deficiency in the
amorphous phase can contribute to hole doping; the Fermi level

in a-Cu1�xI:Sn lies below the VBM without creating deep levels
inside the gap, as shown in PDOSs for x¼ 0.014 (Figure 5a) and
0.028 (Figure 5b). It is intriguing to note that the degree of
delocalization of the valence bands becomes enhanced with
increasing Cu deficiency, as shown in the charge distribution
of the VBM in Figure 6. This is also confirmed by a decrease in
the sample-averaged IPR values from stoichiometric a-CuI:Sn
(0.0467) to nonstoichiometric a-Cu1�xI:Sn with x¼ 0.014 (0.03)
and 0.028 (0.021). The enhanced delocalization may occur due to
the following reason: once holes that are created by the lack of

Figure 4. a) Atomic structure and charge density distribution of the VBM
for a-CuI:Sn. Red dashed circles indicate the positions of Sn ions.
b) Supercell-averaged PDOS and IPR for a-CuI:Sn. The VBM is set to 0.
The Fermi level (EF) is marked as a dashed line.

Figure 5. Supercell-averaged PDOS and IPR for a-Cu1�xI:Sn with
a) x¼ 0.014 and b) x¼ 0.028. The VBM is set to 0. The Fermi level (EF)
is marked as a dashed line. c) Ion-averaged I─I RDFs for a-Cu1�xI:Sn
with x¼ 0, 0.014, and 0.028. In the inset, the RDFs are zoomed-in near
the first peak positions.

Figure 6. Atomic structure and charge density distribution of the VBM of
a-Cu1�xI:Sn with a) x¼ 0.014 and b) 0.028.
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Cu ions occupy the valence bands, I ions get closer to each other
because the antibonding states become empty, as shown in the
RDFs for I─I in Figure 5c (in this figure, we focus on I ions with
wi for the VBM higher than 0.005). Consequently, hybridization
between I-5p states strengthens, leading to more extended
valence states. In particular, short distances among I ions spread
the valence states further around one-dimensional paths, as
shown in the charge distribution of the VBM for a-Cu1�xI:Sn
with x¼ 0.014 and x¼ 0.028 in Figures 6a,b, respectively.
This would explain why the hole mobility increases with the
carrier density in experiments.[22]

4. Conclusions

In summary, we carried out first-principles calculations to inves-
tigate the structural and electronic properties of amorphous CuI.
We found that the local Cu─I coordination motifs in a-CuI
include structural features of diverse crystalline CuI polymorphs.
Despite the lack of long-range orders in the amorphous struc-
ture, the valence bands remain to be fairly delocalized, particu-
larly along a certain direction, because of the antibonding
interaction between dispersive I-5p states. The present finding
elucidates why a-CuI behaves as good p-type conductors in spite
of structural disorder. Our results for a-CuI:Sn revealed that the
structural and electronic characteristics of a-CuI rarely change on
Sn doping. As a result, the role of Sn in a-CuI is limited to the
stabilizer of the amorphous structure. (The suppressed crystalli-
zation of a-CuI:Sn would be attributed to the different valences of
Sn (Sn2þ or Sn4þ) from that of Cu1þ[22]). We also demonstrated
that Cu deficiency generates holes in a-CuI, which in turn enhan-
ces the degree of delocalization of the valence bands. This result
would explain the reason for the increase in the mobility with the
hole concentration. By providing important insights into the
physical properties of a-CuI, we believe that this work will help
design new wide bandgap p-type semiconductors.
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